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ARESexecutive line

(Greek god of war)

Ares is the god of war in Greek mythology. 
Starting point was to design something 
unique, powerful and unforgettable, which 
remains in the mind of people.The legs are 
important details, they are as imporant as the 
legs of a warrior horse; strong and always 
ready to fight.
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Ares is the new executive  desk system
Ares is the new executive desk system for places where important decisions 
are made; god of war, stays stable on its legs. Main detail are the legs in cast 
aluminium, double legs which are giving more stability to the whole structure. 
Ares with its modern design has different technologically advanced functions, 
such smart phone charger, lighting, sliding panels. The table with the glass 
table top turns around the pivot on the sideboard which allows the system to 
adapt to the existing space.
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Ares is the new executive  desk system
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We have two independent legs 
(Same legs but inverted) connected 
with a beam to make it more stable, 
the design allows Addo Furniture 
having their LEG, recognizable as 
the LEG of Addo.
For the legs we have different 
options, cast alminium, wooden 
legs (Wood or leather finishing) and 
metal legs, laser cut.
The table top is made of different 
details, an aluminium fame with  
leather cover, holds the table top in 
glass with different finishing or a 
wooden top in different type of 
wood veneer, leather covering or a 
lacquered top. One part of the table 
top is a sliding element where you 
can put things you don’t want them 
to leave on the table top.
To complete the executive table 
we have a side board with different 
finishing and sizes from smoked 
oak, leather and lacquared.
To complete the space, the 
executive table has high and low 
cabinets with different options, 
library, storage, bar wardrope, 
place for a display and more. 
All made of wood with different 
finishing and materials. 

functional and
ergonomic
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ARES
meeting
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NEL
new executive line
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NEL is the perfect combination of 
different materials; solid wood, marble 
and leather, all materials coming from 
the nature.
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NEL
Soft lines and organic forms are completing 
the design.The result is a very exclusive desk system 
for exclusive workplaces.

It’s made of different size table top with leather 
board, legs in solid wood, side table in marble used 
for meetings; side board with leather top and low 
cabinet. The sideboard is the central point, the main 
table top and the meeting table top are positioned 
around the sideboard and the pivot allows to position 
the system depending on the form of the space.
NEL is a highly flexible system which adapts easily in 
every ambiance.
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SLIM
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executive line

SLIM
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BRIDGEBRIDGE



BRIDGE
executive line

23 24
Bridge;
A structure spanning and providing passage 
over a gap or barrier, such as a river or 
roadway. Something resembling or analogous 
to this structure in from or function; a land 
bridge between the continents, a bridge of 
understanding between two countries.



BRIDGEmanager
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BRIDGEWORK 
GROUPS
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CEO
manager line
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Being designed for the needs of modern office life...

CEO
Being designed for the needs of modern office life, 
CEO gives the clues of its quality in every aspect.
Sitting at a CEO desk gives you the feeling of being a 
captain in a cockpit; everything at hand and under control.
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Being designed for the needs of modern office life...
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workgroup

HUB
HUB W

HUB   (the centre of a network)

Addo Furniture opens a new era in 
offices with the HUB series, which 
was released with the signature of 
Sezgin Aksu.
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HUB W
COWORKING
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Born from the idea of creating a 
free design that keeps pace with 
the rapidly changing perception 
of design, HUB responds easily 
to the requirements of a new 
generation of working culture, 
allowing for easy change of the 
leg (Allows to use 3 more 
options.) Providing solutions for 
individual workplaces, social 
areas, unit managers and 
home-offices. HUB can be also 
organized according to the 
number of employees in open 
offices.
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HUB O With its modules that allows Co-Working 
understanding, the series that creates a social 
environment from high desks to whiteboards 
and cabinets allows integrity in all areas in new 
generation offices.
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PIUMA STORAGE
SYSTEM



Piuma is a shelving system made of metal tubolar 
profile. We used a reduced (10x10m) section to obtain 
a very light (Piuma=feather) and strong structure, 
almost transparent. Different additional pieces can be 
added to create his library – wooden lacquered open 
or closed boxes, wooden or metal shelves and 
volumes made of foam and fabric covering used a 
acoustic panel. Piuma wil be available in different sizes 
and colurs.

PIUMA
STORAGE
SYSTEM
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“It is my sixth year that I collaborate 
with Addo, since we started we 
have come a long way and Addo 
has grown in all senses.                         
And today Addo is a reality that has 
conquered its place among the 
most vanguard companies. It offers 
a rich collection of high quality 
office furniture and is always in 
search of improving and satisfying 
the needs of its customers”

Sezgin Aksu
AKSU/SUARDI, MILAN

DESIGN
ER
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O/LIVE
O/LIVE

taskchair

PLUS
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O/LIVE MESH
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Considering the time we spend sitting at the office, one would 
immediately recognize the importance of work seats. That’s why all 
the chairs by Addo have been produced keeping health and comfort 
on mind. Leather, fabric, mesh and metal are brought together 
considering long working hours.

Reassuring, well balanced and efficient, O/LIVE operator chairs 
have been conceived to be a perfect partner for your long 
hour working days. You’ll be convinced by its generous 
volumes and rounded shapesyet very modern.

O/LIVE offers 2 different looks adapting to everybody’s craving
and rhythm; mesh or upholstered backrest.



taskchair

O/LIVE
DUO
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taskchair

T-MAX
51

CUTE
52



INCONTRO
WORKING SEATS
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INCONTRO
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WING
WORKING SEATS57

Wing is multi-use armchair with a very clean and modern design.
The Wing holds and protects  the person, it is attached to the seating in 
one point which allows an elasticity and comfort while seated. 
Wing has a standard version and a version with a shoulder lean; Wing Low and 
Wing High. Different fabric and leather types and colours can be used; it is as 
well possible depending on the ambiance of use to able to use different 
materials/colours inside and outside. Wing will be available with different 
structures with and without wheels and different finishing. 58

WING high&low



WING
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WING LOUNGE

WING L (Lounge)

Wing L is a lounge chair designed 
to be used in certain ambiances 
like executive areas, hotel 
reception areas, certain waiting 
areas; airport lounges and more. 
It comes in 3 different types and 
with a pouf, depending on the 
necessity the chair can have low 
shoulder lean, a higher head lean 
and bigger piece to allow privacy.
Different fabrics and leather types 
and colours can be used, as well 
possible depending on the 
ambiance of use to able to use 
different materials/colours inside 
and outside.
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SPINA
DESIGN:
ATİLLA KUZU

Thanks to its catchy shell proposal 
and repetitive back details, Spina 
offers an alternative solution to sitting 
groups that cannot be easily 
distinguished from their counterparts. 
It converts into a rich product group 
based on a blend of details inspired 
from back and backbone structures, 
with aesthetic and ergonomic 
parameters. SPINA

DESIGN:
ATİLLA KUZU

Thanks to its catchy shell proposal and 
repetitive back details; Spina offers an 
alternative solution to sitting groups that 
cannot be easily distinguished from their 
counterparts. It converts into a rich 
product group based on a blend of details 
inspired from back and backbone 
structures with aesthetic and ergonomic 
parameters. 



SPINA65
With changes in header, armrest 
and foot mechanisms; chair 
solutions can be set as modular 
units that are diversified with a 
range of executive chairs; standard 
work chairs, meeting chairs or 
restroom chairs within work chair 
product groups.



SPINA

67
In addition, a material difference was 
created in the back and sitting parts by 
using an inner shell-outer shell contrast. 
So that a seating group was designed 
that offers a variety based on needs and 
aesthetic tastes of users.

ATİLLA KUZU 
JULY 2018
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PIAZZA
LOUNGE69



PIAZZA
LOUNGE71

ARC
LOUNGE
DESIGN: 
BATUHAN KIRCA
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LOUNGE

MUST

AFFARI MAFFARI X DUKE

EASY

FRANK

GIO
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LOUNGE
ISOLA

75 POUFS
SWAP DONDOLO

DONDOLO kids

It comes from the Italian word 
dondolare which means 
rocking. Imagine a typical 
meeting with different people, 
what happens is people will 
shake their legs or feet, play 
with a pencil and more… 
Because people tend to be 
nervous in these situations. 
Well, we are helping them with 
a rocking pouf.
Kids love everything that 
moves. With the rocking horse; 
the idea is to give the adults 
their rocking wolve Lupo, the 
rocking rabbit Roger, the 
rocking duck Donald and the 
rocking horse Ciuchino.

Have fun!



PARCO
SOFAS
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When you go to a park to have a walk you will maybe sit on one of the benches you may 
find in everywhere. Usually those benches are spacious and comfortable even if you stay 
there for a long time. Parco has been designed to satisfy those needs of the user to allow 
comfortable seating. The collection has 3 optioned seaters and offer a wide combination 
of fabrics, leather and curse of colours.
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sofas
EXE Exe is a try to create a combination between the 

use of leather and fabrics and it has a rigid 
external structure made of leather or fabric and 
a soft interior with soft cushions; a comfort like 
inside a nest. The structure is raised and it seems 
lighter. The family contains 1+3 seater and a low 
table with different finishes.
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FLY WOOD
Fly Wood that stands out with the wood 
surfaces on sides and back brings a stylish 
solution to the executive offices with its 
seating comfort in a modernized classical 
look and minimal chicness.
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FLY
FABRIC

Fly Fabric that is a great choice for those 
looking for both style and ergonomics for 
their executive offices combines the 
classic and the modern in the same 
design. With its sharp lines, it does all 
those without compromising from comfort.  
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FRAME
SOFAS85

The new way, the way name of simplicity:The new way, the way name of simplicity:
Frame! This perfect combination 
of fabric and metal completes 
the offices with its different 
colours and comfort.



LOW TABLE
BOB
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Aksu/Suardi  
Sertan Özbudun

DESIGN:

EXE LOW TABLE
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FLY LOW TABLE
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FLAMINGO HIGH

FLAMINGO LOW

90

A series of low tables with the base in laser-cut metal plate and 
bended. There are different sizes for the table top and the 
structure with different finishes and colour.



POSE
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DODO HIGH
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CAGE
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MIX
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MILASA HIGH

MILASA LOW
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The idea comes from the imagination as a person without great 
knowledge would have built a structure for a table with pieces 
found around the house. We have interpreted it in a modern 
minimalist version. The result is a very rigid structure and as a 
consequence we have added different types such as a dining 
tables, low tables and coffee tables.



MILASA TABLE

MILASA MIX ALFRED
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Aksu/Suardi  
Sertan Özbudun

DESIGN:



Ge Giussani manufactures coordinated systems of 
raised floors and dividing partitions that meet the 
demands of the today with changing working 
environments. Elegance, functionality and 
adaptability are the keywords of the systems. With 
an experience of more than 40 years in the furniture 
industry, the company researches and develops the 
newest solutions able to satisfy aesthetical and 
technological aspects with combining design and 
quality materials at competitive costs. A series of  
product enriched by design from mass production
to the custom made solutions.

RAISED 
FLOORS AND
DIVIDING
PARTITIONS
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MADE IN ITALY PRODUCT



Dividing partitions full height with single or double 
glazing; wooden walls with melamine, laminate or 
lacquered finish or solutions with paneling both 
glazed and solid. Fitted walls of integrated storage 
modules.

The versatility of the systems along with the wide 
range of panels finishes allow for custom-made 
solutions.

Research,
innovation
and
flexibility
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The boiserie panelling in natural wood and the counter 
realised on design dress up the space with character.

Solutions
for any
requirements
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Modular partition system of reduced bulk with double 
glazed panes full height without vertical mountings. It is 
characterized by an aluminium profile with a groove that 
“suspends” the partition, giving the possibility to insert 
decorative strip-lights or elements in different materials.

H67D

Harmonious lines 
that define
the space
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H67D with double glass and H67M with single glass  
are systems that integrate easily also with the 
architectural projects that propose working areas 
more and more informal.

H67D
& H67M
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Partition with double glass full height. It is available 
also in the solution with one or three glass panes.  
The doors composed of double glasses framed with 
aluminum profiles, guarantee the continuity of the 
surface with the fixed part of the infill panels.

H80
SYSTEM
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LIGHT 
combines the 
transparency 
and simplicity 
of the glass to 
aluminium profiles 
and solid panels 
with results 
adaptable to any 
situations.
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Luminosity, transparency
and linear profiles
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This polish and neat partition with 
single glass can be easily 
integrated in all the other systems 
proposed by Ge Giussani.

LIGHT



WORK proposes a wide range of 
components that creates infinite storage 
solutions that divide space.
It is both a system of dividing partitions 
and liberal storage modules.
 
Compact and solid both in appearance 
and substance, LINE is a versatile 
partition wall with vertical modules that 
fit well in any type of setting.

LINE &
WORK SYSTEMS 116



CUSTOM 
MADE
SOLUTIONS
Elements realized on design for highly customized environments.
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Works of wood and metal carpentry, drywall, painting, decorations, 
horizontal tables and supports of various shapes and sizes with metal 
structures and top panels in varnished wood; painting with various 
products and colors for the rough vaulted ceilings.
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CONTRACT



The completely accessible interspace 
created by the access floor allows for 
the housing of electrical and hydraulic 
ducts, cabling and wiring. Panels are laid 
without permanent fixing and are 
therefore removable in order to allow 
access to the various technical plants for 
maintenance or change. Easily replaced 
without ruining the integrity of the 
flooring.
Thanks to the many finishes available, 
the panels can satisfy every kind of need 
both technical and aesthetic, helping to 
achieve highly customized environments.

122RAISED
FLOORS
Modular panels and carrying structure made of
pedestals with height regulation and stringers. 



SOLIDO
A self-locking floor system that facilitates
the self-centering effect of the panels
and prevents possible lateral movements. 

Single-block floor that consists of two basic elements: 
panels and supporting structure. The panels are of the 
same type used for traditional raised floors, chipboard and 
calcium sulphate. The range of possible finishes is very 
wide.
The support columns, entirely in galvanized steel, are 
composed of two elements: the base fixed to the slab and 
the head. The head is equipped with four pins that are 
inserted in the lower part of the previously perforated panel; 
the pins allow you to connect and lock the panels
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www.giussani.it
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